Introduction
The paper deals with homogenization of a boundary condition for the heat equation which is rapidly oscilating between Dirichlet and Neumann type. Since the area fraction of the set where Dirichlet conditions are prescribed is order 1, in the rst term of the expansion the Neumann condition is forgotten. In order to see the asymptotic e ect of the Neumann boundary condition on the solution one has to go to the second term of the expansion. In two dimensions and in a special geometric setting this problem was already considered in 6].
Here we try to present a \most general" framework where deterministic homogenization methods can still be applied to calculate the second term in the asymptotic expansion.
The condition we arrive at is roughly speaking asymptotic almost periodicity and as a special example quasi-periodicity o f t h e c haracteristic function of the set on the boundary where Dirichlet conditions hold. Almost periodicity has to be understood in the metric given by L 2 capacity (see Assumption (P)). The homogenization method we employ is a blow up technique combined with a suitably strong uniqueness result for solutions -in this case of a boundary problem for the Laplace equation in half space. The technique is similar to the one used for convergence of saturation in the matrix in 3].
For other approaches for homogenization of boundary conditions see e.g. 8] and references therein.
Our study initially, in Section 2, parallels the corresponding investigation in 6] concerning basic a priori estimates. As a simple consequence one obtains the rst term in the "{expansion. The small parameter " quantitatively describes the oscilation between Dirichlet and Neuman type boundary conditions. Section 3 investigates harmonic functions in the half{space subject to the mixed boundary conditions. Here the main result says that if a solution with homogeneous boundary conditions is sublinear, then it is the trivial solution. Using the blow up argument, Sections 4,5 provide a detailed analysis of a weak limit of the rescaled di erence of the solution and its rst term in the expansion divided by ". The second term in the "{expansion is determined in Section 6 provided the mean value over the hyperplane x n = 0 of the limit function studied in Section 4 exists. The key understanding of circumstances, under which the mean value of a harmonic function with given mixed boundary condition on the hyperplane exists, is capacity, introduced and utilized in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 presents some applications.
We nish this introductory section by introducing some notation. For a typical point in R n we write x = ( and we set B + (r) B(r) \ R n
+ . An open cube in R n with a center x and the side 2r we denote C(x r) fy 2 R n j jx i ; y i j < r i = 1 2 : : : n g and C(r) C(0 r ). Analogously, C(x 0 r ) and C 0 (r) in R n;1 . E denotes the closure of E. Next, set A4B A B n A \ B for A B R n;1 . We denote the average of f over the set Q R n and over its boundary by where L n is n dimensional Lebesgue measure in R n and H n;1 is n ; 1 dimensional Hausdorf measure in R n . (k) = k=2 =;(1 + k=2) denotes volume of the unit ball in R k . By " we shall denote small parameter nally tending to zero and by * weak convergence. The function spaces we use are rather familiar and we omit the de nitions. Finally, b y J we shall denote Jacobian of .
2. The rst term in "{expansion 3 
The rst term in {expansion
In this section we study the problem @ t u " ; u " = f " (x t) in T @ u " + " u " = # " (x t) on Note that some of the above assumptions can be relaxed, but for simplicity we do not give the most general hypotheses. Now we state the rate of convergence of solutions u " of (2.1) to the solution u of the following problem: : : : U m such that @ \ U`is the graph of a Lipschitz function and \ U`is on one side of @ \ U`. To bemore precise, for each`2 f1 : : : m g there exist an Euclidean coordinate system e1 : : : è n in R n , positive n umbers r`, h`and a Lipschitz continuous function `: R n;1 ! R, `( 0) = 0, such t h a t i f w e denote x = P n i=1 xìeì for x 2 R n , U` x 2 R n j jxìj < r and jxǹ ; `( x1 : : : x n;1 )j < h @ \ U` x 2 j xǹ = `( x1 : : : x n;1 ) and if 0 < x n ; `( x1 : : : x n;1 ) < h, then x 2 . Note next that . For simplicity of notation we shall not indicate the dependence of the data on`. 3. Take C 0 (r) and divide it into k n;1 " subcubes of side length 1=k " , where k " = r " : Call these subcubes Q 1 : : : Q k n;1 " . Then jy ; zj n dH n;1 (y) dH n;1 (z) and nally, adding up through k = 1 : : : m we arrive at (2.4).
Harmonic functions on the half-space
This section studies harmonic functions in the half space subject to the mixed boundary condition. We will here mostly deal with the boundary-value problem ! = 0 in R n Hence, by iteration we get the required estimate (3.9) for
This proves Claim #1. 6. Finally, w e are now prepare to prove Theorem 3.3.
Choose rst integers k i such that
where R i are given by (3.7). It is not di cult to see that this is possible if is su ciently small, say 2 . Moreover, note that k i ln R i for some positive constant . Next, Claim #1 yields
that together with (3.6) yields
for some positive constant C independent of i. Making use (3.7) one easily gets ! 0 o n R n + .
Theorem 3.4 (Existence of weak solution). There exists a boundedweak
solution of (3.1). Moreover, this solution is positive in R n + if g > 0 and
Proof. The bounded solution of Problem (3.1) arises as the limit of weak solutions to the problems on bounded domains: Proof of Lemma 3.5. 1. As D is supposed to be asymptotically dense in R n;1 , the following statement follows. ; w " @ t " + F " (x 0 + "Oy t) " dy dt :
Later on it will be not di cult to show that and where v is a weak limit of fv " g. As was choosen arbitrarily large, we can conclude that (4.14) holds also for G in place of G , i.e. for @ . This step will be veri ed in the next section. Now let us continue our consideration simply assuming that (4.14) holds for any su ciently smooth test function with compact support (as the function of z) and such that = 0 o n D , and that the function v satis es the following a priori estimates:
(1 + z n )jrvj for any positive n umbers R greater than some given positive n umberR 0 and some positive constant C independent of R.
We identify now the function v determined by (4.14) and ful lling (4.15). 
A priori estimates
We now ascertain the a priori estimates for v " , Consider now the \diagonal" sequence fv n"n g 1 n=1 . We have fv n"n g 1 n=j a subsequence of fv j" n g 1 n=1 and so fv n"n g weakly converges to v in X(R j ) for any xed j. This establishes the rst assertion of Corollary 5.2, and the second one follows easily.
The second term in "{expansion
As noted earlier, we are interested in specifying the second term in "{expan- Proof of Theorem 6.1. We prove that for H n;1 a.e. x 2 @ , W 0 (x t) = M(x) g(x t) g(x t) = #(x t) ; @ u(x t) : To this goal, x arbitrarily choosen X 2 G and note that there exist > 0 and 2 Z + such that B(X 2 ) \ @ G : Recall that G G are introduced in in Hypotheses (H) in Section 4. We take now ' 2 C( T ) such that spt ' \ @ B(X 2 ), but arbitrary otherwise, and show that for any > 0 there exists " 0 ( ) > 0 such that Finally, w e c hoose R large enough in order to have the rst term and the last one on the right hand side of (6.10) less than =2 a n d then " 0 small enough to have the additional two terms less than =2 f o r each 0 < " < " 0 .
We h a ve so far proved that for any X 2 G there exists a ball B(X ) > 0 such that for H n;1 a.e. x 2 @ \ B(X ), W 0 (x t) = M(x) g(x t). Therefore, we can conclude that this equality holds for H n;1 a.e. x 2 @ and the theorem follows.
Capacity
In this section we introduce capacity as a way to nd su ciently general structural conditions on the set D in order to garantee the existence of the mean value of ! for x n = 0, see (6.4) 2 R n;1 j jy i j < R i = 1 2 : : : n ; 1g.
A s e t E R n;1 is said to be`{relatively dense if there is a number> 0 such that any cube of side`in R n;1 contains at least one point o f E. and this completes the p r o o f o f t h e theorem.
Applications
In this section we identify conditions ensuring the existence of a nontrivial structure of the set D satisfying Assumpption (P) of the previous section. By the trivial structure of the set D we mean its periodicstructure. To bemore precise, let F : R n;1 ! f0 1g bea periodic function in each of its where f 2 C(R k ), k 1 is periodic in each of its variable with period 1 and B 2 L(R n;1 R k ). Moreover, without loss of generality o n e m a y assume that B R n;1 + Z k is dense in R k (see 11]). Our aim is to show that for any > 0 there exist positive n umbers` , L and` { relative dense set E R n;1 such that Cap L (D 0 4D 0 ) for any 2 E . 
